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Abstract 
    Studying  flexibility of thinking in  cognitive style "rigidity-flexibility  cognitive control" as a mechanism for word-figurative 
translation  information, we come to  question the nature of this kind of flexibility. Works of V.M. Rusalov. Relationship 
between  basic properties of  nervous system, temperament and abilities are indicated in a "chain of inborn qualities": "the inborn 
qualitie.The first level (the properties of the nervous system)" - "the inborn qualities of  second-level (temperament)" - "abilities". 
Following V.M. Rusalov, our scheme is follows: "mobility of the nervous system” - "temperamental plasticity” - "flexible 
thinking - cognitive style "rigid-flexible cognitive control". The task is to find out the relationship between flexibility, properties 
of temperament and properties of the nervous system. The results of correlation and factor analyzes indicate a relationship 
between the flexibility of thinking with balance and mobility of the nervous system. 
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1. Introduction 
 
By studying the flexibility of thinking in the cognitive style "rigidity-flexibility of cognitive control" as a 
phenomenon of switching from one information alphabet to another, or mechanism of word-figurative translation of 
the information, we come to the question of the nature this kind of flexibility. 
 
                Flexibility of thinking is characteristic of individual style, and as the primary carrier style characteristics 
temperament is therefore, flexibility should conditioned by temperament. 
 
    If we consider the flexibility  thinking as a kind of private ability, it should raise the issue of its in born qualities. 
We believe that flexibility is based on the mobility of the nervous system.  The mobility of the nervous system is the 
speeds of subject   response to the change of sign stimuli, as in the living act of thinking its imaginative and logical 
alphabets replace each other. 
 
In the works of V.M. Rusalov the relationship between the basic properties of the nervous system, temperament 
and abilities are indicated in  "chain of inborn qualities": "the in born qualities of the first level (the properties of the 
nervous system)" - " inborn qualities of  second level (temperament)" - "abilities (including creative)". V.M. 
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Rusalov [1] conducted an experimental study of the relations between properties of temperament and characteristics 
of creativity by the P. Torrance’s test. He came to the conclusion that creative abilities are caused by temperament.  
    Following V.M. Rusalov, as the "in born qualities of  first level", we consider that mobility of the nervous system. 
As the "inborn qualities of  second level" in our work are the properties of temperament, manifested in the 
intellectual sphere. At the level of "abilities", we consider the flexibility of thinking in it is various forms and 
manifestations. One of these special forms of flexibility is flexibility as the ability to quickly and adequately switch 
from one to the other "alphabet" of thinking represented in the cognitive style - the "rigidity-flexibility of cognitive 
control". Based on  concept of M.A. Kholodnaya [2], we consider this cognitive style as the ability. 
    According, the task is to find out  relationship between flexibility, properties of temperament and properties of the 
nervous system. 
 
The basic techniques of experimental research were: the Stroop test [2], the questionnaire of formal - dynamic 
properties of individuality of V.M. Rusalov [3], and computer-based methods for determining the basic properties of 
the nervous system [4]. Number of subjects is 31 people, average age 26.2 years. 
Independent variables are properties of temperament and  properties of  nervous system. In dependent variable is 
the flexibility of thinking. 
Initially, we conducted a correlation analysis (Spearman’s method) to determine possible relationships between 
indicators of flexibility, properties of temperament and properties of the nervous system. The results of the 
correlation analysis are shown in Table 1. 
 
Table 1. Correlation analysis of the relationship between  
the mental flexibility, properties of temperament and the basic properties of the nervous system 
          We received the following significant correlations. They are: 
 
  1. The dominant way of processing information was positively related to the imbalance of nervous system 
(r=0,310, p<0,05 leading to reactions with advancing and r=-0,307, p<0,05 by reactions with lags). 
 
 
According to M.A. Kholodnaya [2], the small values of the dominant way of processing information showed 
greater coordination (integration) of the two "languages" of information processing. Therefore, the imbalance of 
nervous system associated with faster word-figurative translations. 
 
 
  2. Index of mental flexibility (positive value of this parameter indicates the pole of rigidity in this cognitive style) 
was positively associated only with the dominant mode of information processing (r = 0,398, p <0,05). So, the 
rigidity is accompanied by lower coordination of the basic "language" of information processing. 
 
 
Variables Number of 
advancing (a 
measure of 
nervous system’s 
balance) 
Number of lags  (a 
measure of 
nervous system’s 
balance) 
The dominant way 
of processing 
information 
Mobility of 
the nervous 
system 
Disturbance of 
differentiation (a 
measure of nervous 
system’s mobility) 
The dominant way of 
processing information 
 
,310* 
 
-,307* 
   
Flexibility of thinking    
,398* 
  
Temperamental plasticity       
-,465** 
 
,419** 
Temperamental speed       
-,341* 
 
* Correlation significant at the 0.05 level  
** Correlation significant at the 0.01 level  
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  3. Indicators of temperamental plasticity and speed in "intellectual" sphere are positively associated with the index 
of nervous system’s mobility (r = -0,465, p <0,01 and r = -0,341, p <0,05, following the procedure the mobility with 
the sign "-" indicates the high mobility of neural processes).  
 
Hence, the mobility of neural processes associated with an increase of temperamental plasticity and speed in 
"intellectual"sphere. Results of  correlation analysis allow us to say that there is a positive relationship between 
flexibility of thinking and imbalance of nerve processes. 
 
  In order to establish the structure of possible links between indicators of flexibility with the properties of 
temperament and characteristics of the nervous system factor analysis (varimax method) was carried out. 5 main 
factors (67% of total dispersion) were allocated. 
The first factor (20% of total dispersion) can be labeled as "temperamental properties in the communicative and 
intellectual spheres." It contains the following options: communicative plasticity (0.862), communicative activity 
(0.789), intellectual plasticity (0.760), communication speed (0.747), intellectual speed (0.694), psychomotor speed 
(0.618) and the index of nervous system’s mobility (-0.545). 
 
    The existence of this factor allows us to assume that with the increasing mobility of the nervous processes’ 
indicators raise all these temperamental properties of the subject. Of particular importance to us is found in this 
factor relationship between  temperamental plasticity and speed with the nervous system’s mobility. 
   The second factor (16% of total dispersion) can be conditionally called factor of "rigidity." It contains the 
following options: third (conflict) card of Stroop test (0.919), second card of Stroop test (0.809), the rate of mental 
flexibility (0.790), the rate of the dominant mode of information processing (0.486), the rate of mobility (0.412 ) and 
disturbance of differentiation (a measure of mobility) (0.487). 
   The existence of this factor indicates the presence of links between indicators of mental flexibility and nervous 
system’s mobility. Increasing the rate of flexibility of thinking towards rigidity and incoordination of the major 
languages of information processing associated with a decrease in the mobility rate and higher rates of disturbances 
of differentiation. Consequently, the inertia of the nervous processes associated with rigidity of thinking. 
   The third factor (14%) and the fourth factor (9%) do not contain information that is relevant to the purposes and 
objectives of the study and therefore not subject to interpretation. 
   The fifth factor (8% of total dispersion) can be conditionally called factor of "nervous system’s balance." It 
contains the following options: first card of Stroop test (0.794), the rate of the dominant way of information 
processing (-0.643), and two measures of nervous system’s balance (-0.740), (0.773). 
    This factor follows the results of the previous correlation analysis. Thus, the imbalance of the nervous processes 
associated with faster word-figurative translation, with the coordination of the two languages of information 
processing. This fact has allowed us to assert that the dominant method of processing information compensates the 
imbalance of nerve processes. 
   The results of correlation and factor analyzes indicate a relationship between the flexibility of thinking, on the one 
hand, and balance and mobility of the nervous system, on the other. 
 
    According to the results of correlation and factor analysis found that the imbalance of neural processes associated 
with faster word-figurative translation, with the coordination of the two languages of information processing. Factor 
analysis showed that the inertia of the neural processes associated with rigidity of thinking. 
    The hypothesis that the flexibility of thinking as a stylistic feature is determined by some temperamental 
properties and properties of the nervous system is confirmed. 
 
    Thus, in this study was realized that there are no direct correlations between mental flexibility and temperamental 
properties. We obtained the relationship between mental flexibility and the properties of the nervous system, on the 
one hand, and between temperamental properties and the properties of the nervous system, on the other. 
    These data suggest that we can hardly consider the properties of temperament as inborn qualities of general 
abilities ("inborn qualities of second level" by Rusalov V.M.). Initially, we followed the following scheme: the 
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mobility of nervous processes - temperamental plasticity - flexibility of thinking (flexibility-rigidity of cognitive 
control). 
     The obtained data are likely to confirm the classical ideas of Teplov B.M., Nebylitsyn V.D., Ananiev B.G. and 
others that the general properties of the nervous system determine the temperament and character, on the one hand, 
and the actual abilities, on the other hand. 
 In our study, the mobility of the nervous system is coupled with both temperamental plasticity and speed, and 
with the flexibility of thinking as ability. 
The balance of the nervous system was associated with an indicator of verbal (as a parameter of mental 
flexibility), which, by the theory of Kholodnaya M.A., is indicator of the capacity for the implementation of the 
word-figurative translations. Correlation and factor analysis revealed that the imbalance of nervous processes is 
accompanied by the coordination language information processing or increasing speed of the word-figurative 
translations. This allowed us to suggest some kind of verbal performance indicator compensating function relative 
imbalance of nerve processes. 
Thus, we concluded that the inertia of the nervous processes associated with rigidity of thinking; and imbalance 
of neural processes associated with faster word-figurative translation, with the coordination of the two languages of 
information processing. 
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